You must be a CSPA member to enter the Gold Circles

- CSPA has introduced BASIC MEMBERSHIP for publications only interested in entering the Gold Circles. Members receive 30 entries as part of the membership and a small fee for entries after the 31st. Publications that have the REGULAR or ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP still receive 30 entries free.

**Entry Form**
- Make one copy of the entry form for each separate entry, and each page of a multi-paged entry.
- Tape entry form to the upper-left corner of the back of each page. (In case of page separation.)
- Complete entry forms, and remember to fill in the correct category name and number: e.g. Editorial Cartoons N22.

**Multiple pages**
- Tape the pages together in order, only putting the tape on the back of the page.
- Fold accordion style.

**Packing of Entries**
- Use no paper clips or staples.
- All entries must be stacked in order by category number and placed inside a package.
- Place one completed payment form and check in the package.
- If more than one package is mailed, indicate on outside: “Package No. ___ of ___ Packages.”

You must be a CSPA member to enter the Gold Circles. The entry form is available on the CSPA website. [http://cspa.columbia.edu]